
Answer to RC1:  
 
Jörn Nathan (Referee) joernibert@gmail.com Received and published: 26 April 2020 
 

The presented method looks promising and the content is well presented. There are simply 
some minor corrections / clarifications necessary in my opinion. 
 

 

Row 39  

 

Q. But once you spotted a suitable site with ME-WAM, you would still need a met-mast campaign on site in 

order to produce a bankable mean wind speed or would the numerical results already be sufficient for financing a 

project? 

 

A. We do not see ME-WAM as a full replacement for on-site measurements in mature projects. I think it would 

be difficult to get financing for a wind farm on only numerical wind assessments. 

 

Edit: No direct edit made to address this question, the overall description of the problem that the model aims at 

solving is a bit differently formulated to avoid confusion.  

 

“A remedy to mitigate the risk of advancing an incorrect subset of sites for further analysis is to use high quality 

numerical methods. As numerical methods are potentially (at least) two orders of magnitude less time consuming 

and expensive compared to conventional on-site measurements used for early project selection, such as SODAR 

or LIDAR equipments, it allows developers to evaluate a much larger set of projects. As an example, the 

numerical method presented in the work can be used to investigate on the order of 100 projects spread out over 

an area the size of Sweden in a timeframe of 10 weeks for the cost of a single measurement campaign.” 

 

 

Row 55  

 

Q. What does corrected time series mean? 

 

A. We scale the raw WRF time series based on a roughness and terrain driven zero-plane displacement 

correction. We also long term normalize the time series. 

 

Edit: “The coupling to WRF is achieved through a virtual met-mast, in which roughness and terrain corrected 

long term normalized time series from WRF is imported.” 

 

 

Row 70 (fig 1) 

 

Q. It would be nice to have the axes ticks with the spatial dimensions in the graphic 

 

A. Good idea! I will include that in the revised version. 

 

 

Row 76 

 

Q. You mentioned a steady-state CFD solution, so do you impose the mean of your time series at the virtual met 

mast or an actual time series? 

 

A. We impose time series in the CFD solution. There are benefits to this in the CFD methodology we utilize as it 

leads to a more refined sector interpolation compared to using averaged data. 

 

Edit: “The coupling between WRF and the CFD solver is achieved via a virtual met-mast approach. The WRF 

data is corrected based on regional roughness and terrain, as well as long term normalized against ERA 5 data. 

The corrected time series in imported into the domain of the CFD solution.” 

 

Row 125  

mailto:joernibert@gmail.com


 

Q. Were grid refinement studies done in order to see if the numerical solution converges? 

 

A. We tested quite a lot of different grid and domain configurations in the development. As the objective here is 

to archive a stable coupling with the WRF model we cannot have too fine resolution in the CFD solver. So 

instead of striving to archive a grid invariant solution in the CFD solver, the objective here is to have the finest 

CFD resolution we can without causing too much problem in the WRF-CFD coupling. The size of the location 

for suitable the data transfer decreases as more details are introduced in the CFD solution relative to the WRF 

resolution. We therefore need some smoothing to make our method stable which is introduced by the relative 

coarse grid resolution of 100m in the CFD model. 

 

Edit: “For this application, where WindSim is used to downscale WRF data imposed as a virtual met-mast, one 

must consider a balance between high representation of details in the flow field and small scale phenomena (such 

as e.g. terrain induced flow separation in the context) with the requirement for a smooth and predictable flow 

field which can be coupled to the large scale dynamics represented by the WRF simulation. The imposed WRF 

timeseries will be scaled based on difference in flow field between any location in the CFD domain and the mast 

location to produce a wind resource map over the area. As a consequence, the transfer location between WRF 

and WindSim is important to achieve a stable and robust output for the ME-WAM modelling-chain as any errors 

at the transfer location is propagated out to the whole wind resource map. In this work all WindSim simulations 

has …” 

 

Row 130 

Q. Did you take a look at your y+ values for assessing the near wall modelling? 

A. The y+ value in our configuration is about 50. The documentation of the CFD solver states that the span of 

appropriate y+ values to use with the selected wall function is 30 to 130 

Edit: “The y+ value for the near wall modelling is maintained at a value on the order of 50 (the wall model 

applied is valid in the range between 30-130 according to the Phoenics documentation).” 

 

Row 174  

Q. Can you at a high level summary of your computational costs, e.g. some-thing to the effect of it took N hours 

on a machine with M cores of type O and a memory of P.? 

A. Good comment, each realization of the 2nd half of the modeling-chain requires about 100 CPU-hours and 

about 40GB of RAM. 

Edit: “The added computational cost with the proposed simulation configuration is on the order of 500 CPU-

hours.” 

 

Row 215  

Q1. Please enrich the figure caption with some more information. I had to scroll back up to the text to verify 

what exactly is displayed here (in this case before MTLA).  

Q2. Also please use SI units in all graphics, I guess it is m/s, but who knows :) 

A. Good points. I’ll update that throughout the paper 

  



Answer to RC2:  
 

 

General comments:  

From a practical point of view, high resolution WRF simulations (1 km – 3 km) can be enough for a preliminary 

prospecting phase to identify areas with large wind energy potential. Please indicate at the paper (introduction 

for example) advantages of using a WRF-CFD coupling against a stand-alone WRF simulation, even in a 

prospecting phase. 

 

Answer: Good comment. We brushed a little on this subject in the introduction page 2 row 45-50 (about using 

high resolution WRF and the increase in prediction-error with increasing terrain complexity), but we have now 

added some more description of the additional value of higher resolution already in the prospecting phase.  

 

Edit: “WRF can be used to produce sufficiently accurate local wind speed estimates for early stage wind 

resource assessments in flat terrain and for offshore applications (Draxl et al. 2015, Hahmann et al. 2015, 

Mylonas-Dirdiris et al. 2016, Ohsawa et al. 2016, Standen et al. 2017). However, it has also been observed that 

the prediction error and uncertainty in local wind speed estimates using WRF is correlated with increasing 

terrain complexity (Flores-Maradiaga et al. 2019, Giannaros et al. 2017, Prósper et al. 2019). To increase the 

accuracy in moderate and model complex terrain, higher resolution models are desirable to resolve the 

microscale effects. With respects to conducting wind energy assessments in the early stage of project 

development, the increased resolution also improves the ability to quantify the spatial extent of the areas with 

favorable wind conditions, i.e. the size of the potential wind farm, as well as allows the developer to better 

identify suitable terrain formations and other areas with relatively small characteristic length scales.“  

 

Also in the text the numerical modeling is compared with met mast measurements. During micro-siting phase, 

met mast measurements are always necessary for bankable permissions so numerical modeling (meso micro 

coupling) can be complementary (never a substitute by itself). This type of comparison should be avoided since 

they occur in separate phases of the project.  

 

Answer: We agree that this needs to be a bit clarified in the introduction to avoid misunderstandings (see answer 

to comment for “page 2 - lines 31 and 38”).  

 

Regarding the coupling method based on data transfer from particular locations, it should be justified at some 

point why this data transfer has not been done from the boundary conditions of the CFD domain or from the 

upper level of the atmosphere (geostrophic level).  

 

Answer: The main motivation of our approach is mentioned on page 3 row 75-80 (i.e. that this is a stable and 

straightforward method for coupling of the two models, but that a drawback is the sensitivity of the transfer 

location). Also see answer to comment for “page 7- line 171”. 

 

 

Lastly, It is recommended to add some other literature references related to recent advances in meso micro 

coupling (i.e. NWEA project)  

 

Answer: Thanks for the suggested papers. The first paper is in the reference list already. I will study the two 

other suggestions and consider them for the revised version of the paper.   

 

 

Minor comments 

Title: it can be misleading, something more general, such as: “Using multiple transfer locations for WRF-CFD 

coupling in numerical wind energy assessments”  

 

Answer: Thanks for the suggestion. We will have a think about this one. There is always a balance between 

specific and general titles of a paper like this. One of the strong points in this paper is the validation to field data, 

so at least in some way we feel that that should be reflected in the title.  

 

Edit: No edit. We will keep the name of the paper in the revised manuscript as we feel that it is good that is 

clearly descriptive of the work presented.  

 

 

https://www.wind-energ-sci-discuss.net/wes-2020-62/wes-2020-62-RC2-supplement.pdf#page=1
https://www.wind-energ-sci-discuss.net/wes-2020-62/wes-2020-62-RC2-supplement.pdf#page=1


Answer to minor comments below: thanks for taking the time to give detailed suggestions on language. If I did 

not answer next to the comment this I agree and will implement the suggested changes in the revised paper.  

 

I have provided answers to the large comments below. 

 

Page 1 – abstract  

Line 10: the use of NWP can be misleading, using “mesoscale modeling” instead is recommended  

 

Answer: For this work I think that NWP is more accurate than mesoscale modeling. As we employ numerical 

approximations as virtual met-mast in our solution. This includes forcing from synoptic scales as well as meso- 

and microscale representation in our two models. 

 

Line 11: preferable to avoid this kind of comparison (See comments above)  

 

Line 25: “to the number of sites in complex terrain...”  

 

Page 2 – lines 31 and 38: preferable to avoid this kind of comparison (See comments above)  

 

Answer: We do see your point here. That the current formulation can cause confusion. We have changed the 

formulation to: 

“A remedy to mitigate the risk of advancing an incorrect subset of sites for further analysis is to use high quality 

numerical methods. As numerical methods are potentially (at least) two orders of magnitude less time consuming 

and expensive compared to conventional on-site measurements used for early project selection, such as SODAR 

or LIDAR equipments, it allows developers to evaluate a much larger set of projects. As an example, the 

numerical method presented in the work can be used to investigate on the order of 100 projects spread out over 

an area the size of Sweden in a timeframe of 10 weeks for the cost of a single measurement campaign.” 

 

Page 3 – line 75: use ‘through’ instead of ‘via’  

 

Page 3 – line 75: better use “which is inserted into the CFD domain”  

 

Page 3 – line 79: “..is sensitive to the location of the data transfer”  

 

Page 5 – line 135: justify why 100m is an appropriate spatial resolution for this analysis; should it be enough for 

the turbulence characterization in the microscale in complex terrain areas?  

 

Answer: Good comment. We do not expect that this resolution is fine enough to fully capture all fine scale 

turbulence features in complex terrain (e.g. flow separation in very complex terrain).  

 

For our application, the main focus has been to achieve a stable coupling with the WRF model. For this it is 

challenging to have too fine resolution in the CFD solver. So instead of striving to archive fully grid invariant 

solutions in the CFD solver, the objective here is to have the finest CFD resolution we can without causing too 

much problem in the WRF-CFD coupling.   

 

The size of the location suitable for data transfer decreases as more details are introduced in the CFD solution 

relative to the WRF resolution. We therefore need some smoothing to make our method stable which is 

introduced by the relative coarse grid resolution of 100m in the CFD model. 

 

Edit: “For this application, where WindSim is used to downscale WRF data imposed as a virtual met-mast, one 

must consider a balance between high representation of details in the flow field and small scale phenomena (such 

as e.g. terrain induced flow separation in the context) with the requirement for a smooth and predictable flow 

field which can be coupled to the large scale dynamics represented by the WRF simulation. The imposed WRF 

timeseries will be scaled based on difference in flow field between any location in the CFD domain and the mast 

location to produce a wind resource map over the area. As a consequence, the transfer location between WRF 

and WindSim is important to achieve a stable and robust output for the ME-WAM modelling-chain as any errors 

at the transfer location is propagated out to the whole wind resource map. In this work all WindSim simulations 

has been conducted using a central refinement region of equidistant cartesian mesh with a horizontal resolution 

of 100m in a 25km by 25km region.” 

 

Page 6 – line 144: “Experience”, without “d”  



 

Page 6 – line 146: “..based on conducting the data..”  

 

Page 6 – line 146: “..through several different...”, instead of based  

 

Page 6 – line 149: “in the number of large...” 

 

Page 7 – line 171: how does the method deals with this kind of large gradients? This is related with the major 

comment of coupling mesoscale and CFD from the boundary conditions or at geostrophic level instead.  

Answer: The CFD solver will implicitly include all mesoscale effects at the virtual met-mast where forcing 

based on the WRF time series. From that location the CFD solver will extrapolate results based on neutral 

conditions according to the CFD solution (i.e. no mesoscale effects).  

 

We would run into the same limitations if we coupled through the boundaries in our case. The added benefit 

would only occur with a CFD solver that could pick up tendencies at the boundary and accurately model the 

evolution of the relevant processes in the CFD domain. So, if we coupled WRF to WindSim at the boundaries, 

we would only move the area with correct forcing (i.e. with the mesoscale effects) away for the area of interest.  

 

We do pick-up on areas of strong mesoscale gradients in our method by considering the overlap in two nearby 

CFD analyses with different WRF forcing points. If the WRF locations forcing these two CFD analyses lies 

along the mesoscale gradient, there will be a difference in wind speed between the two met-masts from WRF, 

but the CFD model will not be able to predict this difference based on the CFD results. 

 

Page 7 – line 198: “..of the collaborating companies..”, instead “by”  

 

Page 8 – figure 5: what does 100m in the legend represent? Apparently it is not described  

 

Page 8 – figure 5 (and subsequent ones figures 6 and 7): specify in the title: With / Without MTLA together with 

the number of testing points (set of 35, 45 or 80)  

 

Pages 8 to 10: Add a table with the summary of error metrics: mean BIAS + standard deviation for each set of 

experiments (the value for each binned class and the global value). This helps to follow the results at these 

chapters and also in the discussion much better than from the text.  

 

Edit: The following tables are added to the text 

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 52 28 80 

Bias -0.02m/s -0.12m/s -0.05m/s 

Standard deviation 0.21m/s 0.35m/s 0.28m/s 

 

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 35  8 45 

Bias 0.07m/s -0.04m/s 0.05m/s 

Standard deviation 0.25m/s 0.34m/s 0.26m/s 

 

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 15 20 35 

Bias -0.07m/s -0.16m/s -0.10m/s 

Standard deviation 0.28m/s 0.52m/s 0.44m/s 
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Validation of uncertainty reduction by using multiple transfer locations 

for WRF-CFD coupling in numerical wind energy assessments 
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1 Modern Energy, Karlstad, Sweden 5 

Correspondence to: Rolf-Erik Keck (rek@modernenergy.se) 

Abstract  

This paper describes a method for reducing the uncertainty associated with utilizing fully numerical models for wind resource 

assessment in the early stages of project development. The presented method is based on a combination of numerical weather 

predictions (NWP) and microscale downscaling using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to predict the local wind resource. 10 

Numerical modelling is (at least) two orders of magnitude less expensive and time consuming compared to conven tional 

measurements. As a consequence, using numerical methods could enable a wind project developer to evaluate a larger number 

of potential sites before making an investment. This would likely increase the chances of finding the best available projects.  

A technique is described, multiple transfer location analysis (MTLA), where several different locations for performing the data 

transfer between the NWP and the CFD model are evaluated. Independent CFD analyses are conducted for each evaluated 15 

data transfer location. As a result, MTLA will generate multiple independent observations of the data transfer between the 

NWP and the CFD model. This results in a reduced uncertainty in the data transfer, but more importantly MTLA will identify 

locations where the result of the data transfer deviates from the neighbouring locations. This will enable further investigation 

of the outliers, and give the analyst a possibility to corrected erroneous predictions. The second part is found to reduce the 

number and magnitude of large deviations in the numerical predictions relative to the reference measurements.   20 

The Modern Energy Wind Assessment Model (ME-WAM) with and without MTLA is validated against field measurements. 

The validation sample for ME-WAM without MTLA consist of 35 observations, and gives a mean bias of -0.10m/s and a 

standard deviation of 0.44m/s. ME-WAM with MTLA is validated against a sample of 45 observations, and the mean bias is 

found to be +0.05m/s with a standard deviation of 0.26m/s. After adjusting for the composition of the two samples with regards 

to the number of sites in with complex terrain, the reduction in variability achieved by MTLA is quantified to 11% of the 25 

standard deviation for non-complex sites and 35% for complex sites. 

 

Introduction 

In the early stages of wind project development, it is common to consider a large number of potential sites for further analysis. 

The majority of these potential sites typically do not contain an on-site measurement of climatic conditions. As on-site 30 
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measurements are both expensive and time consuming, there is a practical limit to the number of sites that a developer can 

investigate using conventional methods. As a consequence, the number of potential sites considered is reduced at an early 

stage. This step may reduce the number of sites considered by an order of magnitude (e.g. from approximately 100 down to 

10) to achieve a manageable portfolio for further analysis. As these decisions are often taken with limited data available, there 

is a risk of discarding some of the best projects in the process.  35 

A remedy to mitigate the risk of advancing an incorrect subset of sites for further analysis is to use high quality numerical 

methods. As numerical methods are potentially (at least) two orders of magnitude less time consuming and expensive compared 

to conventional on-site measurements used for early project selection, such as SODAR or LIDAR equipmentsmeasurements, 

it allows developers to evaluate a much larger set of projects. As an example, the numerical method presented in the work can 

be used to investigate on the order of 100 projects spread out over an area the size of Sweden in a timeframe of 10 weeks for  40 

the cost of a single measurement campaign. However, a crucial aspect for the feasibility of such methods is the resulting 

uncertainty in the wind resource estimate. If the uncertainty is too high, compared to the real difference in wind resource 

between the investigated projects, the developer may reach the wrong conclusions. 

 

 45 

As a result of this large potential, the field of numerical wind resource assessment is a mature research topic and there are a 

multitude of different approaches investigated. The most relevant work in relation to this paper is the methods based on NWP 

using the Wind Research and Forecast model (WRF) (Skamarock et al. 2008). WRF can be used to produce sufficiently 

accurate local wind speed estimates for early stage wind resource assessments in flat terrain and for offshore applications 

(Draxl et al. 2015, Hahmann et al. 2015, Mylonas-Dirdiris et al. 2016, Ohsawa et al. 2016, Standen et al. 2017). However, it 50 

has also been observed that the prediction error and uncertainty in local wind speed estimates using WRF is correlated with 

increasing terrain complexity (Flores-Maradiaga et al. 2019, Giannaros et al. 2017, Prósper et al. 2019). To increase the 

accuracy in moderate and model complex terrain, higher resolution models are desirable to resolve the microscale effects. With 

respects to conducting wind energy assessments in the early stage of project development, the increased resolution also 

improves the ability to quantify the spatial extent of the areas with favorable wind conditions, i.e. the size of the potential wind 55 

farm, as well as allows the developer to better identify suitable terrain formations and other areas with a relatively small 

characteristic length scales. Mortensen et al. (2017) discuss a combination of WRF and WAsP (WAsP, 1986) to include the 

effect of microscale terrain. Standen et al. (2017) describe a linearized microscale correction in their virtual met-mast approach. 

The microscale effects have also been modelled by coupling WRF with a large variety of non-linear CFD models (eg. Gopalan 

et al. 2014, Haupt et al. 2019, Quon et al. 2019). 60 

The work presented here is based on the Modern Energy Wind Assessment Model (ME-WAM), which is combination of WRF 

and a non-linear CFD model. The coupling to WRF is achieved through a virtual met-mast, in which roughness and terrain 

corrected long term normalized time series from WRF is imported. The ME-WAM model was originally presented at the Wind 

Europe conference (Keck et al. 2019). In this paper we describe a method for reducing the uncertainty associated with utilizing 
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an NWP-CFD coupled via an internal forcing point for wind resource assessments. We have developed a technique, multiple 65 

transfer location analysis (MTLA), where several different locations for performing the data transfer between the NWP and 

the CFD model are evaluated. Independent CFD analyses are conducted for each evaluated data transfer location. As a result, 

MTLA will generate multiple independent observations of the data transfer between the NWP and the CFD model. This yields 

a reduced overall uncertainty, as well as a reduction in the number of large outliers in the distribution. 

 70 

Description of the ME-WAM model 

The Modern Energy Wind Assessment Model (ME-WAM) is a numerical model for assessing the feasibility of early stage 

wind projects in absence of on-site wind measurements. The method is based on a combination of NWP in WRF, and a 

steady-state non-linear CFD simulation to capture the microscale terrain. This allows for a fast and computationally effective 

method which retains the ability to capture mesoscale effects from WRF, as well as the capability to model local terrain, 75 

roughness and forest effects at high resolution, see figure 1. 
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Figure 1, illustration the ME-WAM method. The background contour is extracted mean wind speed forom the WRF 

model. The black dashed box indicates the location where a microscale CFD analysis is conducted to add resolution in 80 

the results. By comparing the two velocity fields, which has the same color setting, it is clear that the microscale 

effects are important to assess the local wind speed and to be able to design a wind farm in the investigated area. 

 

The coupling between WRF and the CFD solver is achieved via through a virtual met-mast approach. The WRF data is 

corrected based on regional roughness and terrain, as well as long term normalized against the ERA5 reanalysis dataset 85 

(Copernicus Climate Change Service, 2017). The corrected time series is inserted  which is inserted into the domain of the 

CFD solutiondomain. This has the benefit of delivering a stable and straightforward coupling between the models. In the 

CFD model this is the same process as using a measured time series. A drawback, however, is that the virtual met-mast 

approach is sensitivity to the location of the data transfer. It is crucial to find an appropriate location where the wind regime 

is sufficiently similar in the WRF and the CFD simulation to achieve good results.  90 

 

Figure 2 displays an overview of the ME-WAM modelling process. The method only requires project coordinates as input, 

and utilize open data sources from WRF and other available GIS data to simulate the mesoscale wind regime. Modern 

Energy has developed a technique to optimize the data transfer location based on surrounding terrain, slopes, roughness and 

expected mesoscale effects. We also apply a long-term normalization of the extracted WRF data. These steps occur in the 95 

“ME-WAM CORE” step. In the last step of the process, the information from the virtual met-mast is applied in a CFD 

simulation to generate wind resource files, as well as turbulence and wind shear maps.  

 

In the following sections the WRF and CFD model configurations used in our validation is briefly described. The algorithms 

for optimizing the data transfer location, as well as the corrections applied, and long-term normalization will not be 100 

described in further detail as they are proprietary information.  

 

 

Formatted: Left
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Figure 2, schematic description of the ME-WAM model process 105 

 

 

The WRF model 

The large-scale wind regime at the simulated sites is predicted using numerical weather simulations conducted in the 

advanced research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF-ARW) (Skamarock et al. 2008). The WRF 110 

model is an open-source state-of-the-art weather model which is widely used in both industry and the research environment. 

It is a comprehensive model which includes all relevant processes of heat, mass and momentum transfer, and thereby has the 

fidelity to be used for simulating a wide range of weather phenomena from large synoptic scales down to meso- and even 

microscale.  

The WRF-ARW model is based on the compressible nonhydrostatic Euler equations formulated using a terrain following 115 

pressure level as vertical coordinate. The model contains a large number of methods for parametrizations to handle e.g. land-

surface properties, surface layer which govern near surface turbulence fluxes, vertical transfer in planetary boundary layer 

(PBL), short and long wave radiation budget, microphysics and cumulus formation. The appropriate selection of these 

schemes is dependent on both the numerical setup of the model (most noticeably the spatial resolution of the computational 

grid), as well as the most important physics for the investigated sites. Care must be taken when selecting the combinations of 120 

parametrizations as they interact with each other.  

In this work the WRF configuration has been customized to the various sites based on internal best-practice for the different 

locations and topographies investigated. The details of each case are not considered to be relevant for the research described 

here. There are some common configurations for all cases. The WRF simulations are conducted with two-way nesting 

approach on three domains. The horizontal resolution of these domains has been 13.5, 4.5 and 1.5km. The vertical mesh 125 
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contains 42 vertical levels, with fine meshing near the surface and vertical stretching in higher levels. In Europe the GMTED 

dataset with 500m resolution as terrain representation and Corine with 100m spatial resolution as the input roughness. The 

ERA5 reanalysis dataset (Copernicus Climate Change Service, 2017) is used as initial and boundary conditions. The 

parametrizations vary based on regional verifications, but in general the more advanced options for surface-layer, PBL and 

micro-physics are applied. 130 

 

CFD downscaling with WindSim 

The microscale effects are incorporated by performing CFD downscaling of the mesoscale wind regime using the 

commercial CFD software package WindSim (from Vector AS), see figure 1. WindSim is based on the Phoenics solver and 

solves the three-dimensional incompressible RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) equations. The equations are solved 135 

on a cartesian grid, and multiple grid refinement regions and grid stretching can be applied. The convective terms are 

discretized using the hybrid differencing scheme (i.e. a combination of the 1st order upwind scheme and the 2nd order central 

differencing scheme), and the diffusion terms are discretized by the central differencing scheme. The pressure-velocity 

coupling is achieved using the SIMPLEST algorithm.  There are multiple turbulence closures available in the solver. In this 

work the standard k−ε model (Launder and Sharma 1974) has been used. WindSim has functionality to model the effect of 140 

atmospheric stability by including buoyancy effects using Boussinesq approximation and by modifying the inlet boundary 

conditions and boundary layer height. WindSim also has functionality for modelling forest effects as distributed volume 

forces in the CFD domain. 

For this application, where WindSim is used to downscale WRF data imposed as a virtual met-mast, one must consider a 

balance between high representation of details in the flow field and small scale phenomena (such as e.g. terrain induced flow 145 

separation in the context) with the requirement for a smooth and predictable flow field which can be coupled to the large 

scale dynamics represented by the WRF simulation. The imposed WRF timeseries will be scaled based on difference in flow 

conditions between any location in the CFD domain and that at the mast location to produce a wind resource map over the 

area. As a consequence, the transfer location between WRF and WindSim is important to achieve a stable and robust output 

for the ME-WAM modelling-chain as any errors at the transfer location is propagated out to the whole wind resource map. 150 

In this work Aall WindSim simulations in this work has been conducted using a central refinement region of equidistant 

cartesian mesh with a horizontal resolution of 100m in a 25km by 25km region. The mesh is stretched outwards from the 

equidistant region in the outer domain. The size and height of the outer domain vary based on local topography. The vertical 

mesh consists of 40 vertical cells. There are 10 cells within the first 80m to resolve the boundary layer. The y+ value for the 

near wall modelling is maintained at a value on the order of 50 (the wall model applied is valid in the range between 30-130 155 

according to the Phoenics documentation). The vertical cells size then increase with height from the ground.  
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Steady-state simulations are conducted for 12 sectors of 30 degrees each. The General Collocated Velocity (GCV) method 

was used for solving the governing equations and the standard k−ε model for turbulence closure is. Forest is described by 18 

classes based on height and tree type. The forest resistive value varies between 0.025 and 0.2 in the various classes.  160 

 

Description of the multiple transfer location analysis (MTLA) 

As described above, the modelling chain in ME-WAM is based on a WRF simulation coupled to a CFD model via an 

internal forcing point. Experienced has shown that the data transfer and downscaling between WRF and the CFD model is 

the link with the highest uncertainty in the ME-WAM method. The multiple transfer location analysis (MTLA) technique is 165 

based on conducting the data transfer and CFD downscaling based through several several different transfer locations, each 

with independent CFD simulations. As a result, MTLA will generate multiple independent realizations of the data transfer 

and the CFD downscaling. The hypothesis is that this will result in a reduced overall uncertainty in the modeling chain, but 

even more importantly it should result in a reduction in the number of large outliers in the distribution. A reduction of large 

outliers will be probable as the multiple predictions of mean wind speed at a single location will help identify results that 170 

deviate from the surrounding analyses. These transfer points and CFD simulations can thereafter be investigated further and 

root-causes for the deviations can be identified and corrected for.  

The hypothesis above is formulated based on observations that ME-WAM is found to give consistent result across the 

extractedt 25x25 km results surfaces. At instances where multiple ME-WAM analyses have been conducted to predict the 

wind speed at a specific location, it has been found that as long as the ME-WAM core, see figure 2, has been able to identify 175 

a suitable location for WRF-CFD coupling, the difference in the predictions are generally small. This ability was also 

verified for seven wind farms with a total sample of over 300 wind turbines by Keck et al. (2019). As an example, consider 

the data in figure 3. Three different ME-WAM analyses have been conducted to predict the mean wind speed at the location 

of the gray marker. The transfer location between WRF and the CFD model is indicated by the black markers. The data 

transfer has been confirmed to occur at suitable location for all thee analyses. Even though the data transfers have occurred 180 

in distances varying from 3 km to 20 km, all three analyses produce estimates within 1% deviation of target mean wind 

speed in this case (7.06m/s, 7.09 and 7.13m/s).  
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Figure 3, illustration of the MTLA method where the wind speed at the target location (gray marker) is predicted based on three 

separate ME-WAM analyses. The black markers indicate the data transfer locations. The color scale in the background represent 185 
mean wind speed at 100m above ground level, red represent high wind and blue low wind in a range from 5m/s to 8m/s. 

 

One aspect that is important to consider is that the two underlaying models have different capabilities. The WRF model 

includes mesoscale effects which cannot be captured by the CFD model. As a consequence, care must be taken to consider 

any gradients in the velocity field caused by mesoscale effects (as discussed by e.g. Haupt et al. 2019). When mesoscale 190 

gradients are present in the simulated region, there should be a difference in the predictions of two independent CFD. 

Examples of such effects to consider is land-sea interactions in coastal areas, capping inversions, or mesoscale stability 

effects in mountains areas.  

In this work, four analyses have been made for each location were the MTLA method is utilized. The drawback of this 

approach is that the second half of the modelling-chain becomes four times as computationally demanding due to the 195 

duplication of work. If a significant reduction in uncertainty can be achieved, however, this method has the potential to 

increase the applicability for numerical modelling for wind assessments. The added computational cost with the proposed 

simulation configuration is on the order of 500 CPU-hours. 

 

Description of validation data and method 200 

The validation data used in the work is obtained through collaborations with wind project developers. In total 11 developers 

have contributed data, and a total of 80 meteorological masts are available for the validation campaign.  The available data 

represents a large variation in topographical conditions and geographical spread. The dataset is considered to cover the range 

of normal conditions experienced in wind project assessment, as it includes sites with severely complex terrain, coastal 

conditions, rolling hills and varying degree of forest coverage, see figure 4.  205 

 

  
Figure 4, the variations of terrain and roughness covered in the validation dataset. The left figure depicts a site in complex terrain 

on the Norwegian west coast and the right figure a forested inland site in Sweden.   

 210 

The evaluation of the ME-WAM model and the MTLA is based on a conducting blind-tests in which the ME-WAM 

prediction is compared to the measured and long term corrected wind speed. In this process the collaborating company 

provides a project coordinate somewhere in the vicinity of the metrological mast. Modern Energy subsequently conduct a 

ME-WAM analysis and send the resulting wind resource files to the collaborating company. The collaborating company 

finally compares the numerical results to their measured and long term corrected wind speed at the mast location.  215 
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A drawback of this validation method is that the field data is not available to the authors for quality control. However, as the 

measurements are conducted and analyzed to be used for wind farm development, and are often scrutinized by a third party 

by of the collaborating companies, the data is considered to have an industry standard quality and a resulting uncertainty on 

the order of 3% on mean wind speed at the mast locations. 220 

 

To verify the effect of the MTLA method, the validation is conducted in three steps. First a baseline is established where the 

accuracy of the ME-WAM model without MTLA is analyzed against 35 meteorological masts. As a secondly, the accuracy 

achieved with the ME-WAM after implementing the MTLA method is analyzed by verification against the remaining 45 

meteorological masts. As a final step the baseline data is re-evaluate by applying the MTLA method to obtain a validation of 225 

ME-WAM with MTLA based on 80 data points.  

 

Results 

ME-WAM is validated against a sample of 35 mast measurements to establish a baseline of ME-WAM performance before 

applying the MTLA technique, see table 1 and figure 4. The average wind speed was found to be 0.10m/s lower than the 230 

reference sources with a standard deviation of 0.44m/s. If the data is binned based on terrain class, we can also note that the 

model performs considerable better in the forested and non-complex sites (black and blue markers in figure 5). The bias is -

0.07m/s, and the standard deviation is 0.28m/s for a sample of 15 data points. The corresponding number for the 20 data 

points in complex terrain is a bias of -0.16m/s and a standard deviation of 0.52m/s. 

 235 

Table 1, validation statistics for the baseline assessment of ME-WAM without MTLA applied for a sample of 35 datapoints.   

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 15 20 35 

Bias -0.07m/s -0.16m/s -0.10m/s 

Standard deviation 0.28m/s 0.52m/s 0.44m/s 
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Figure 5, comparison of simulated wind speed (y-axis) and measured wind speed at the meteorological mast (x-axis) for the 35 240 
datapoints where MTLA is not applied.   

 

The validation of ME-WAM with the MTLA correction is conducted against a sample of 45 meteorological masts, see table 

2 and figure 5. The average wind speed was found to be 0.05m/s higher than the reference sources with a standard deviation 

of 0.26m/s. If the data is binned based on terrain class, we find that the forested and non-complex sites (black and blue 245 

markers in figure 6) has a bias of +0.07m/s and a standard deviation of 0.25m/s for a sample of 37 data points. The 

corresponding number for complex terrain is found to be a bias of -0.04m/s and a standard deviation of 0.34m/s for a sample 

of 8 data points. 

 

Table 2, validation statistics for the assessment of ME-WAM with MTLA applied for a sample of 45 datapoints.   250 

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 37 8 45 

Bias 0.07m/s -0.04m/s 0.05m/s 

Standard deviation 0.25m/s 0.34m/s 0.26m/s 
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Figure 6, comparison of simulated wind speed (y-axis) and measured wind speed at the meteorological mast (x-axis) for the 45 

datapoints where MTLA is applied.   255 

 

As a final step in the evaluation of the MTLA method, the data from the first ME-WAM validation sample is reanalyzed to 

include MTLA. This evaluation is performed to gain a better significance in the validation, especially for complex terrain 

where the second dataset contains only eight observations which makes the conclusions uncertain. Based on 80 data points 

achieved by combining the two samples, the average wind speed in the ME-WAM analyses is found to be 0.05m/s lower 260 

than the reference sources with a standard deviation of 0.28m/s, see table 3. Applying the same binning for terrain class as in 

the previous analyses, the performance in forested and non-complex sites (black and blue markers in figure 7) has a bias of -

0.02m/s and a standard deviation of 0.21m/s for a sample of 52 data points. The corresponding number for complex terrain is 

found to be a bias of -0.12m/s and a standard deviation of 0.35m/s for a sample of 28 data points. 

 265 

Table 3, validation statistics for the assessment of ME-WAM with MTLA applied for a sample of 45 datapoints.   

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 52 28 80 

Bias -0.02m/s -0.12m/s -0.05m/s 

Standard deviation 0.21m/s 0.35m/s 0.28m/s 
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Figure 7, comparison of simulated wind speed (y-axis) and measured wind speed at the meteorological mast (x-axis) for 80 data 270 
points after MTLA is applied to all data points (note that this includes a re-analysis of the data points in figure 5 to include MTLA).   

 

An important metric when using numerical methods for wind resource assessment is the occurrence of large prediction errors. 

Figure 8 below depicts a boxplot of the complete sample of 80 data points using the MTLA method (left) compared to the 

sample of 35 data points using the ME-WAM model without MTLA (right). It can be seen that utilizing the MTLA method 275 

reduce the difference between Q1 and Q3 from 0.53m/s to 0.38m/s. The range between P5 and P95 is reduced from 1.30m/s 

to 0.95m/s. This represents a reduction of large prediction errors by 27%. 
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 280 

Figure 8, boxplot of the derived statistics for ME-WAM with MTLA (left) and without MTLA (right).     
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Discussion 

The standard deviation of the prediction error for the ME-WAM model compared to field measurements is reduced from 

0.44m/s to 0.26m/s by including the MTLA method based on the blind-testing presented above, i.e. a reduction of 40%. 285 

However, as the composition of the validation samples differ, where the validation of the WE-WAM model without MTLA 

has a higher fraction of complex terrain sites, part of this reduction is likely due to the sample composition. To reduce the 

effect of the sample composition, the data is binned into classes based on high and low terrain complexity. This result in 

standard deviations of 0.28m/s for non-complex sites and 0.52m/s for complex sites when applying ME-WAM without 

MTLA. With MTLA the numbers are reduced to 0.25m/s for non-complex sites and 0.34m/s complex sites. The reduction in 290 

standard deviation is 11% for non-complex sites and 35% for complex sites. This difference is well aligned with 

expectations as the uncertainty in the data transfer between the WRF and the CFD model is higher in complex terrain. 

Including multiple transfer locations should therefore have a larger effect in complex terrain.  

A re-evaluation of the model results for the 35 data points without MTLA was conducted to gain significance in the 

predictive ability of the ME-WAM model after the MTLA is implemented. After applying the MTLA to the analyses, the re-295 

evaluated dataset displays similar statistics as the original MTLA test sample with 45 data points. The difference in standard 

deviation between the two samples are 0.01m/s for non-complex sites and 0.01m/s for complex sites. This adds confident in 

the representativeness of the reductions achieved with the MTLA method in the previous test.  

Combining the two samples results in a bias of -0.05m/s and standard deviation of 0.28m/s based on 80 data points. The 

accuracy based on 52 non-complex sites gives a bias of -0.02m/s and a standard deviation of 0.21m/s. The corresponding 300 

number for complex terrain is found to be a bias of -0.12m/s and a standard deviation of 0.35m/s for a sample of 28 data 

points. 

The variability in the difference between the ME-WAM predictions and the reference data must also be put in relation to the 

uncertainty of the field data. The uncertainty in the measured long-term corrected wind speed is estimated to 3%. The mean 

wind speed of the sample is 7.5m/s, which gives us a standard deviation is on the order of 0.23m/s. Assuming a gaussian 305 

distribution, this means that theoretically 68% of the data points should have a measurement error of +/- 0.23m/s or less, and 

that 90% of the data should have a measurement error of +/- 0.39m/s or less.  

The corresponding numbers for the ME-WAM validation with MTLA shows that 68% of the data point has a difference 

between ME-WAM prediction and measurement in the range of -0.34m/s to +0.25m/s, and that 90% in within the rage +/- 

0.48m/s. This indicates a distribution that is similar to a gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.3m/s. 310 

As the metric for ME-WAM accuracy inherently includes the variability from the field measurements, and since it is 

reasonable to assume that the variability of the ME-WAM predictions and that of the measurement are uncorrelated, the 

variability of the ME-WAM model itself can be derived. Under these assumptions the standard deviation of the ME-WAM 

model is on the order of 0.2m/s. This is an important result as it indicates that the ME-WAM model predictions have a 

variability and a distribution which is similar to that of a long term corrected mast-measurement.  315 
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Conclusions   

This paper describes a method for reducing the uncertainty associated with employing a virtual met-mast approach to couple 

an NWP model with a CFD model. This is done via a technique where several different locations for performing the data 

transfer between the NWP and the CFD model are evaluated independently. This enables the analyst to identify and correct 320 

for outliers and to obtain multiple realizations of the data transfer step in the modeling-chain. The validation shows that this 

technique results in a reduced variability in the prediction error. The reduction is quantified to 11% of the standard deviation 

for non-complex sites and 35% for complex sites.  

The paper also describes a validation of the ME-WAM model with the proposed multiple transfer location (MTLA) method 

against measurements from 80 meteorological masts. The results show that ME-WAM is able to predict the mean wind 325 

speed for the investigate projects with a bias of less than 0.1m/s and a standard deviation of about 0.3m/s. The standard 

deviation is slightly lower in non-complex terrain (0.21m/s), and slightly higher in complex terrain (0.35m/s). Considering 

that these numbers include the inherent uncertainty of the reference data, which has an estimated uncertainty of 0.23m/s, the 

ME-WAM model predictions have a accuracy and a variability which is similar to that of a long term corrected mast-

measurement based on this validation.   330 
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Answer to RC1:  
 
Jörn Nathan (Referee) joernibert@gmail.com Received and published: 26 April 2020 
 
The presented method looks promising and the content is well presented. There are simply some minor corrections 385 

/ clarifications necessary in my opinion. 
 

 

Row 39  

 390 

Q. But once you spotted a suitable site with ME-WAM, you would still need a met-mast campaign on site in order to produce 

a bankable mean wind speed or would the numerical results already be sufficient for financing a project? 

 

A. We do not see ME-WAM as a full replacement for on-site measurements in mature projects. I think it would be difficult to 

get financing for a wind farm on only numerical wind assessments. 395 

 

Edit: No direct edit made to address this question, the overall description of the problem that the model aims at solving is a bit 

differently formulated to avoid confusion.  

 

“A remedy to mitigate the risk of advancing an incorrect subset of sites for further analysis is to use high quality numerical 400 

methods. As numerical methods are potentially (at least) two orders of magnitude less time consuming and expensive compared 

to conventional on-site measurements used for early project selection, such as SODAR or LIDAR equipments, it allows 

developers to evaluate a much larger set of projects. As an example, the numerical method presented in the work can be used 

to investigate on the order of 100 projects spread out over an area the size of Sweden in a timeframe of 10 weeks for the cost 

of a single measurement campaign.” 405 

 

 

Row 55  

 

Q. What does corrected time series mean? 410 

 

A. We scale the raw WRF time series based on a roughness and terrain driven zero-plane displacement correction. We also 

long term normalize the time series. 

 

Edit: “The coupling to WRF is achieved through a virtual met-mast, in which roughness and terrain corrected long term 415 

normalized time series from WRF is imported.” 

 

 

Row 70 (fig 1) 

 420 

Q. It would be nice to have the axes ticks with the spatial dimensions in the graphic 

 

A. Good idea! I will include that in the revised version. 

 

 425 

Row 76 

 

Q. You mentioned a steady-state CFD solution, so do you impose the mean of your time series at the virtual met mast or an 

actual time series? 

 430 

mailto:joernibert@gmail.com
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A. We impose time series in the CFD solution. There are benefits to this in the CFD methodology we utilize as it leads to a 

more refined sector interpolation compared to using averaged data. 

 

Edit: “The coupling between WRF and the CFD solver is achieved via a virtual met-mast approach. The WRF data is corrected 

based on regional roughness and terrain, as well as long term normalized against ERA 5 data. The corrected time series in 435 

imported into the domain of the CFD solution.” 

 

Row 125  

 

Q. Were grid refinement studies done in order to see if the numerical solution converges? 440 

 

A. We tested quite a lot of different grid and domain configurations in the development. As the objective here is to archive a 

stable coupling with the WRF model we cannot have too fine resolution in the CFD solver. So instead of striving to archive a 

grid invariant solution in the CFD solver, the objective here is to have the finest CFD resolution we can without causing too 

much problem in the WRF-CFD coupling. The size of the location for suitable the data transfer decreases as more details are 445 

introduced in the CFD solution relative to the WRF resolution. We therefore need some smoothing to make our method stable 

which is introduced by the relative coarse grid resolution of 100m in the CFD model. 

 

Edit: “For this application, where WindSim is used to downscale WRF data imposed as a virtual met-mast, one must consider 

a balance between high representation of details in the flow field and small scale phenomena (such as e.g. terrain induced flow 450 

separation in the context) with the requirement for a smooth and predictable flow field which can be coupled to the large scale 

dynamics represented by the WRF simulation. The imposed WRF timeseries will be scaled based on difference in flow field 

between any location in the CFD domain and the mast location to produce a wind resource map over the area. As a 

consequence, the transfer location between WRF and WindSim is important to achieve a stable and robust output for the ME-

WAM modelling-chain as any errors at the transfer location is propagated out to the whole wind resource map. In this work 455 

all WindSim simulations has …” 

 

Row 130 

Q. Did you take a look at your y+ values for assessing the near wall modelling? 

A. The y+ value in our configuration is about 50. The documentation of the CFD solver states that the span of appropriate y+ 460 

values to use with the selected wall function is 30 to 130 

Edit: “The y+ value for the near wall modelling is maintained at a value on the order of 50 (the wall model applied is valid in 

the range between 30-130 according to the Phoenics documentation).” 

 

Row 174  465 

Q. Can you at a high level summary of your computational costs, e.g. some-thing to the effect of it took N hours on a machine 

with M cores of type O and a memory of P.? 

A. Good comment, each realization of the 2nd half of the modeling-chain requires about 100 CPU-hours and about 40GB of 

RAM. 
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Edit: “The added computational cost with the proposed simulation configuration is on the order of 500 CPU-hours.” 470 

 

Row 215  

Q1. Please enrich the figure caption with some more information. I had to scroll back up to the text to verify what exactly i s 

displayed here (in this case before MTLA).  

Q2. Also please use SI units in all graphics, I guess it is m/s, but who knows :) 475 

A. Good points. I’ll update that throughout the paper 
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Answer to RC2:  
 

 480 

General comments:  

From a practical point of view, high resolution WRF simulations (1 km – 3 km) can be enough for a preliminary prospecting 

phase to identify areas with large wind energy potential. Please indicate at the paper (introduction for example) advantages of 

using a WRF-CFD coupling against a stand-alone WRF simulation, even in a prospecting phase. 

 485 

Answer: Good comment. We brushed a little on this subject in the introduction page 2 row 45-50 (about using high resolution 

WRF and the increase in prediction-error with increasing terrain complexity), but we have now added some more description 

of the additional value of higher resolution already in the prospecting phase.  

 

Edit: “WRF can be used to produce sufficiently accurate local wind speed estimates for early stage wind resource assessments 490 

in flat terrain and for offshore applications (Draxl et al. 2015, Hahmann et al. 2015, Mylonas-Dirdiris et al. 2016, Ohsawa et 

al. 2016, Standen et al. 2017). However, it has also been observed that the prediction error and uncertainty in local wind speed 

estimates using WRF is correlated with increasing terrain complexity (Flores-Maradiaga et al. 2019, Giannaros et al. 2017, 

Prósper et al. 2019). To increase the accuracy in moderate and model complex terrain, higher resolution models are desirable 

to resolve the microscale effects. With respects to conducting wind energy assessments in the early stage of project 495 

development, the increased resolution also improves the ability to quantify the spatial extent of the areas with favorable wind 

conditions, i.e. the size of the potential wind farm, as well as allows the developer to better identify suitable terrain formations 

and other areas with relatively small characteristic length scales.“  

 

Also in the text the numerical modeling is compared with met mast measurements. During micro-siting phase, met mast 500 

measurements are always necessary for bankable permissions so numerical modeling (meso micro coupling) can be 

complementary (never a substitute by itself). This type of comparison should be avoided since they occur in separate phases 

of the project.  

 

Answer: We agree that this needs to be a bit clarified in the introduction to avoid misunderstandings (see answer to comment 505 

for “page 2 - lines 31 and 38”).  

 

Regarding the coupling method based on data transfer from particular locations, it should be justified at some point why this 

data transfer has not been done from the boundary conditions of the CFD domain or from the upper level of the atmosphere 

(geostrophic level).  510 

 

Answer: The main motivation of our approach is mentioned on page 3 row 75-80 (i.e. that this is a stable and straightforward 

method for coupling of the two models, but that a drawback is the sensitivity of the transfer location). Also see answer to 

comment for “page 7- line 171”. 

 515 

 

Lastly, It is recommended to add some other literature references related to recent advances in meso micro coupling (i.e. 

NWEA project)  

 

Answer: Thanks for the suggested papers. The first paper is in the reference list already. I will study the two other suggestions 520 

and consider them for the revised version of the paper.   

 

 

Minor comments 

Title: it can be misleading, something more general, such as: “Using multiple transfer locations for WRF-CFD coupling in 525 

numerical wind energy assessments”  

 

https://www.wind-energ-sci-discuss.net/wes-2020-62/wes-2020-62-RC2-supplement.pdf#page=1
https://www.wind-energ-sci-discuss.net/wes-2020-62/wes-2020-62-RC2-supplement.pdf#page=1
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Answer: Thanks for the suggestion. We will have a think about this one. There is always a balance between specific and 

general titles of a paper like this. One of the strong points in this paper is the validation to field data, so at least in some way 

we feel that that should be reflected in the title.  530 

 

Edit: No edit. We will keep the name of the paper in the revised manuscript as we feel that it is good that is clearly descriptive 

of the work presented.  

 

 535 

Answer to minor comments below: thanks for taking the time to give detailed suggestions on language. If I did not answer 

next to the comment this I agree and will implement the suggested changes in the revised paper.  

 

I have provided answers to the large comments below. 

 540 

Page 1 – abstract  

Line 10: the use of NWP can be misleading, using “mesoscale modeling” instead is recommended  

 

Answer: For this work I think that NWP is more accurate than mesoscale modeling. As we employ numerical approximations 

as virtual met-mast in our solution. This includes forcing from synoptic scales as well as meso- and microscale representation 545 

in our two models. 

 

Line 11: preferable to avoid this kind of comparison (See comments above)  

 

Line 25: “to the number of sites in complex terrain...”  550 

 

Page 2 – lines 31 and 38: preferable to avoid this kind of comparison (See comments above)  

 

Answer: We do see your point here. That the current formulation can cause confusion. We have changed the formulation to: 

“A remedy to mitigate the risk of advancing an incorrect subset of sites for further analysis is to use high quality numerica l 555 

methods. As numerical methods are potentially (at least) two orders of magnitude less time consuming and expensive compared 

to conventional on-site measurements used for early project selection, such as SODAR or LIDAR equipments, it allows 

developers to evaluate a much larger set of projects. As an example, the numerical method presented in the work can be used 

to investigate on the order of 100 projects spread out over an area the size of Sweden in a timeframe of 10 weeks for the cos t 

of a single measurement campaign.” 560 

 

Page 3 – line 75: use ‘through’ instead of ‘via’  

 

Page 3 – line 75: better use “which is inserted into the CFD domain”  

 565 

Page 3 – line 79: “..is sensitive to the location of the data transfer”  

 

Page 5 – line 135: justify why 100m is an appropriate spatial resolution for this analysis; should it be enough for the turbulence 

characterization in the microscale in complex terrain areas?  

 570 

Answer: Good comment. We do not expect that this resolution is fine enough to fully capture all fine scale turbulence features 

in complex terrain (e.g. flow separation in very complex terrain).  

 

For our application, the main focus has been to achieve a stable coupling with the WRF model. For this it is challenging to 

have too fine resolution in the CFD solver. So instead of striving to archive fully grid invariant solutions in the CFD solver, 575 

the objective here is to have the finest CFD resolution we can without causing too much problem in the WRF-CFD coupling.   
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The size of the location suitable for data transfer decreases as more details are introduced in the CFD solution relative to the 

WRF resolution. We therefore need some smoothing to make our method stable which is introduced by the relative coarse grid 

resolution of 100m in the CFD model. 580 

 

Edit: “For this application, where WindSim is used to downscale WRF data imposed as a virtual met-mast, one must consider 

a balance between high representation of details in the flow field and small scale phenomena (such as e.g. terrain induced flow 

separation in the context) with the requirement for a smooth and predictable flow field which can be coupled to the large scale 

dynamics represented by the WRF simulation. The imposed WRF timeseries will be scaled based on difference in flow field 585 

between any location in the CFD domain and the mast location to produce a wind resource map over the area. As a 

consequence, the transfer location between WRF and WindSim is important to achieve a stable and robust output for the ME-

WAM modelling-chain as any errors at the transfer location is propagated out to the whole wind resource map. In this work 

all WindSim simulations has been conducted using a central refinement region of equidistant cartesian mesh with a horizontal 

resolution of 100m in a 25km by 25km region.” 590 

 

Page 6 – line 144: “Experience”, without “d”  

 

Page 6 – line 146: “..based on conducting the data..”  

 595 

Page 6 – line 146: “..through several different...”, instead of based  

 

Page 6 – line 149: “in the number of large...” 

 

Page 7 – line 171: how does the method deals with this kind of large gradients? This is related with the major comment of 600 

coupling mesoscale and CFD from the boundary conditions or at geostrophic level instead.  

Answer: The CFD solver will implicitly include all mesoscale effects at the virtual met-mast where forcing based on the WRF 

time series. From that location the CFD solver will extrapolate results based on neutral conditions according to the CFD 

solution (i.e. no mesoscale effects).  

 605 

We would run into the same limitations if we coupled through the boundaries in our case. The added benefit would only occur 

with a CFD solver that could pick up tendencies at the boundary and accurately model the evolution of the relevant processes 

in the CFD domain. So, if we coupled WRF to WindSim at the boundaries, we would only move the area with correct forcing 

(i.e. with the mesoscale effects) away for the area of interest.  

 610 

We do pick-up on areas of strong mesoscale gradients in our method by considering the overlap in two nearby CFD analyses 

with different WRF forcing points. If the WRF locations forcing these two CFD analyses lies along the mesoscale gradient, 

there will be a difference in wind speed between the two met-masts from WRF, but the CFD model will not be able to predict 

this difference based on the CFD results. 

 615 

Page 7 – line 198: “..of the collaborating companies..”, instead “by”  

 

Page 8 – figure 5: what does 100m in the legend represent? Apparently it is not described  

 

Page 8 – figure 5 (and subsequent ones figures 6 and 7): specify in the title: With / Without MTLA together with the number 620 

of testing points (set of 35, 45 or 80)  

 

Pages 8 to 10: Add a table with the summary of error metrics: mean BIAS + standard deviation for each set  of experiments 

(the value for each binned class and the global value). This helps to follow the results at these chapters and also in the di scussion 

much better than from the text.  625 

 

Edit: The following tables are added to the text 
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 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 52 28 80 

Bias -0.02m/s -0.12m/s -0.05m/s 

Standard deviation 0.21m/s 0.35m/s 0.28m/s 

 

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 35  8 45 

Bias 0.07m/s -0.04m/s 0.05m/s 

Standard deviation 0.25m/s 0.34m/s 0.26m/s 

 

 Non-complex terrain Complex terrain All data 

Number of observations 15 20 35 

Bias -0.07m/s -0.16m/s -0.10m/s 

Standard deviation 0.28m/s 0.52m/s 0.44m/s 

 630 
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